
Summertime is fun time……… Explore new color variations, new techniques and innovative technologies. Story lines this season interpreted through textures 
and vibrant hues make the eye excite the mind and body. Bold and vivacious tones of blue, violet and red are seen in oversized effects that achieve maximum 
gleam and iridescence.  Color Variable pigments created on multiple substrates are essential. Nail and eye trends coincide with layered looks. With the eye 
category being the most vital for this trend, we’ve utilized our newest and largest pearls, SilikMira Ice VRO and SilikMira Ice BVR. These crushable intense 
flakes give a dramatic visual appearance and show strikingly on the eye lid. SynMira Ice VRO987, Chromatique Silver Gray and Chromatique Starlight Chestnut 
Brown combined, create a soft lilac color in a metallic finish. Keeping with this look, Mystic Sunset Purple, SynMira Blue GVB and SynMira Ice VRO927 produce 
an additional periwinkle shade. Majestic Watermelon, Majestic Carrot and Majestic Coconut act as a base while Illumina Hot Pink with Sachet Maximum 
Interference Red are playful toppers for the lips. 

SUPER IMPOSED SPRING SUMMER 2020



With the 50th anniversary of World Earth Day this year, we see extensive evidence of not only worlds clashing but also colors that collide. With transformative 
change, cool and warm tones take shape and force makeup palettes, interior and industrial textiles to become bolder and more transparent. Hues that speak 
to us are prevalent and help guide the way to prospective sales and forecasting. Effervescent Orange is featured on lips as it exudes energy and happiness.  To 
achieve this shade, use our Illumina Orange mixed with Illumina Coral for a yellow undertone and red orange mass tone.  Pressed eye shadow was formulated 
with Sachet Crimson Red and Glamour Brilliant Blue for an eggplant hue and MicaMira ROY26, Bichroma Brown and Chromatique Chestnut Brown for a nude 
matte finish. In a wet look application, we utilize our SilikMira Sleek ROG (NEW) with Sachet Duo VG in a liquid eyeshadow base. Nail colors are almost Fall-
like in appearance with browns, oranges, plums and jade. SilikMira Sleek BVR, Majestic Carrot, Majestic Blue Grape, Majestic Plum, Synmira Sleek YG (NEW), 
Fiesta Velvet Cabernet, Glamour Creamsicle, Illumina Yellow and Sachet MV Pink, round out the pigments used to fulfill these textures and shades. 

SPRING SUMMER 2020
TONAL CONTRAST 



Neutral Waves highlight trends in fashion, art, technology and animation. The 2020 Tokyo Olympic Games in Japan will influence innovation while tradition 
remains. Neutrals with brights such as yellow increases visibility. Grayed whites and blackened Indigo with hints of greens and pops of pink create a surprise 
with dynamic color intensity. To complete these color concepts, we formulated an eye glaze topper using SynMira Sleek BG.  We partnered this in a double-
ended component with TC Bright Silver, Chromatique Silver Gray, Fiesta Sharp Green and SynMira Shimmer GBV8765 in a creamy lip gloss. This combination 
of pearls creates a mirror look with a dual color flip.  For the inner corner eye or simply to line, Glamour Rainbow Saffron was paired with Fiesta Lemon 
Yellow, one of our newest synthetic pearls. Grayed Blues and silvers touch up nails for a completed look. Marvel Antique Blue with SynMira Sleek BG, SynMira 
Sleek RV, Fiesta Mint Green, Majestic Blackberry, Sachet Midnight Red are a formulators’ must have.
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